
Uplift cabinets deliver an elevated level of efficiency, making it easy to eliminate clutter. The cabinet doors open 

vertically, providing the seamless look of a conventional mirror. This orientation also allows the homeowner to 

place lighting or faucetry immediately in front of the cabinet for enhanced design flexibility. Uplift cabinets feature 

integrated interior lighting, electric outlets and a cable management area that keeps wires for a television or MP3 

player out of sight. The optional TV mount enables users to glance over and catch the news while getting ready 

to go out. Position-hold technology allows the user to leave the door in any position. The optional night light 

provides subtle, optimal nighttime illumination, while the defogger ensures the mirror won’t ever fog up – even in 

the steamiest conditions. Additional options include organizational shelves, a magnifying mirror and a TV mount.

UPLIFT™ CABINETS

 



48" Uplift cabinet fully surface-mounted on vanity table with Uplift pendant lights.

30" Uplift cabinet (interior light of cabinet shown) with Uplift sconces with night light feature.

UPLIFT™ CABINETS  

Thanks to its upward opening, the 

mirrored door of the Uplift cabinet 

can span up to four feet in width. 

Uplift cabinets can also be paired 

Two 30- or 36- inch cabinets can 

create luxurious separate vanity  

spaces, each customized to individual  

needs. An organizer shelf and pull-out  

magnifying mirror for makeup. A small  

stereo. An LCD mounted inside one 

unit. Hidden outlets for an electric  

shaver or a blow dryer. The door 

design even allows pendant lights to  

hang directly in front of the mirror for  

a unique and striking look that provides  

ideal even lighting on your face.



Uplift cabinets are ETL Listed. Pendant and Sconce are UL Listed for use in damp locations. 

FEATURES

OPTIONS

SOLID ALUMINUM CONSTRUCTION
Rust - free, anodized aluminum  
resists the intense moisture of the 
bathroom environment, ensuring  
long-lasting beauty.

NIGHT LIGHT
An optional night light provides 
optimal lighting for nighttime needs.  
A push button allows you to turn the 
light on or off. (Night light option 
comes with mirror defogger.)

POSITION HOLD
The position hold door-opening 
mechanism lets you decide how much 
or how little you open the door.

ORGANIZER SHELF
Flexible grooming trays and bins in  
three different sizes allow you to 
customize your storage space to 
organize such items as cosmetics, 
tweezers, nail care items, combs,  
first aid supplies, and medicines.

ADJUSTABLE SHELVES
Clear glass shelves adjust in  
2-inch increments to provide  
versatile storage options.

MIRROR DEFOGGER
The mirror defogger allows mirror 
use even in a humid environment. An 
LED indicator light lets you know that 
the defogger is turned on. (Mirror 
defogger comes with night light.)

ELECTRICAL OUTLETS
The electric column features six outlets, 
two at the top and four at the bottom, 
to provide power for items such as 
electric razors and curling irons. 
Cabinets are ETL Listed.

MAGNIFYING MIRROR
A Pull -out Magnifying Mirror (POMM) 
makes it easy to perform detailed 
grooming tasks while creating less  
ergonomic stress. This mirror magnifies 
at 3x and retracts neatly into the cabinet. 

ALUMINUM HANDLE
The handle enables effortless two -
finger lifting of the door without 
smudging the mirror. It also houses  
the night light option, creating a  
clean clutter-free design.

SIDE KITS  
If you choose to surface-mount or 
semi-recess install your Uplift cabinet, 
side kits are available to provide a 
finished look.

CABLE MANAGEMENT
This discreet wiring enclosure keeps 
unsightly wires (coaxial, Ethernet, 
speaker, appliance) out of sight. It 
allows you to run wires from your 
appliances to any outlet without 
cluttering your space.

TV MOUNT  
Keep up to date with news or 
entertainment by installing a TV or 
stereo, and save counter space.  
Uplift has an optional TV mount  
kit and can accommodate a flat 
screen or LCD TV up to 19". 

INTERIOR MIRROR 
A mirror on the back of the cabinet 
allows you to have access to a mirror 
when the door is completely open.

TOP & BOTTOM KITS  
To create a clean and finished look, 
use the Uplift top kit when mounting 
Uplift cabinets low and semi-recessed. 
A bottom kit should be used if you can 
see underneath the cabinet.

INTERIOR LIGHTING
Interior cabinet lights turn on when 
the door is opened and turn off when 
it is closed, making it easy to find 
items even when your room is dark.

UPLIFT LIGHTING  
Complete your look with coordinating 
wall sconces or hanging pendant 
lights that provide optimal energy-
saving lighting for everyday tasks.
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UPLIFT CABINET DIMENSIONS

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIESOPTIONAL LIGHTING

UPLIFT™ CABINETS

Organizer ShelfPendant* Sconce TV MountMagnifying Mirror 
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Outer Dimensions (W x H x D) 30" x 27" x 75/8" 36" x 27" x 75/8" 48" x 27" x 75/8" 
Rough Opening (W x H x D)* 28¾" x 26¼" x 6" 34¾" x 26¼" x 6" 46¾" x 26¼" x 6"
Uplift Standard Cabinet with Electric UC3027FPE UC3627FPE UC4827FPE
Uplift Cabinet with Electric, Night Light & Defogger UC3027FPL UC3627FPL UC4827FPL

Side Kits
Surface-Mount Side Kit – Plain Mirror USK27D6P
Semi-Recess Side Kit – Plain Mirror USK27D6SR

Top and Bottom Kit 30"W Cabinet 36"W Cabinet 48"W Cabinet
Surface-Mount Top & Bottom Kit – Aluminum UBK30D6A UBK36D6A UBK48D6A
Semi-Recess Top & Bottom Kit – Aluminum UBK30D6ASR UBK36D6ASR UBK48D6ASR

TV Mount
TV Mount for 22" Section (48" Uplift cabinet) TVMOUNT22
TV Mount for 20" Section (30" & 36" Uplift cabinet) TVMOUNT20

Pull-Out Magnifying Mirror POMM

Lighting
Uplift Pendant with Night Light UFLPAL
Uplift Sconce with Night Light UFLWAL

Organizer Shelves 
Organizer Shelf for 22" Section (48" Uplift cabinet) UORGSHELF22
Organizer Shelf for 20" Section (30" & 36" Uplift cabinet) UORGSHELF20
Organizer Shelf for 12" Section (36" Uplift cabinet) UORGSHELF12

*Adjustable cord is 6' long. 
 Maximum distance from the  
 ceiling to the center of the   
 pendant shade is 6'8".

*Cabinet can be surfaced-mounted, semi-recessed or fully recessed. 
To semi-recess, only 4" in the wall will be required.
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